
How To Select Earrings That Suit Your Face Shape
Want to Buy Meenakari Earrings Online but are you not confident about the
final looks? Well, the dilemma is common with most women who are too
conscious about their look and their face shapes. But not anymore because in
this post we are sharing the key tips to find the most flattering styles for your
face shape and how to shop for Artificial Earrings Online with total confidence.

How To Know Your Face Shape?
Stand in front of a mirror and draw the outline of your face on the mirror with
the help of a marker or a lip liner. Matching it with the descriptions mentioned
below and you will be able to find the most popular earrings choices that look
flattering on you.

Which Styles Of Earrings Work Best For A Round
Face?
Round faced beauties have wide cheekbones which are balanced with a wider
jawline and chin area. These types of facial features can look the best in
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earrings that make the face look slimmer, such as drop earrings or Kundan
Earrings Jhumkas.

Which Styles Of Earrings Work Best For A Square
Face?
When you have clean angles across your jawbone and forehead, you have a
square face. You should opt for earrings that are helpful in smoothening out
the edges, for instance, big hoop earrings. There is a variety of patterns
available in Imitation Jewellery that work best for the sharp edges of square
faces. In case you are searching for ethnic outfits, the very popular Chandbali is
your best bet.

Which Styles Of Earrings Work Best For An Oblong
Face?
Oval and oblong face shapes are easy to style, just make sure to pick earrings
which are not very lengthy. You can shop for 925 Sterling Silver Jewellery and
confidently style hoops, studs and drops, just be mindful of the length and you
are good to go.
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Which Styles Of Earrings Work Best For A
Heart-Shaped Face?
Wide eyes and a narrower chin can be defined as a heart-shaped face. To
balance out the proportions, you can shop for stud earrings. Dainty diamond
studded earrings can make you the star of the show if you keep this style guide
in mind. If you opt for Customized Gold Jewellery, find inspirations from
designs and patterns that sit flush against the face so that the facial angles are
less prominent.

Bottom Line
There is nothing wrong with experimentation though finding the most
complementing patterns can make you look good and feel confident. Shop for
the styles suggested in this post and browse the design range of Indian Fashion
Jewellery only from Ciero Jewels. It is a recognized store for shopping the latest
designs and a�ordably priced Artificial Jewellery Online.

FAQs

Which Earrings Look Best On A Round Face?
Drop earrings can create the illusion of a slimmer face and work best for round
face shapes.
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What Type Of Earrings Works Best For An Oblong
Face?
For oblong faces, the ideal earrings choices are studs, drops and hoops which
are not too lengthy.
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